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'Sure, it's serious because it affects the quality of work. We're spread
so thin that a complainant gets little more than a sympathetic friend.'

Police chief wants more men to do 'adequate' job
by Gary Ben*
Staff reporter

When the noise ordinance was being
considered by City Council the last
few months, it generally was accepted
that the law was needed as an enforcement tool to offset inadequate police
enforcement of disturbing-the-peace
laws.
Bruce Bellard, council president,
said he believes if the police department was adequately staffed, there
would be no noise ordinance.
And Galen Ash, city police chief,
said if he had nine more men, only
then would he feel his department is
doing an adequate, but basic, job.
Although there are no state or national rninimums on staffing a police

force, Ash said an FBI survey of cities
the size of Bowling Green (about
30,000 during the school year) shows
that two policemen per 1,000 people is
adequate for routine police work. Ash
said that includes patrolling, detective work and crime prevention programs, among others.
"WE'RE LUCKY to have one
(policeman) per 1,000," Ash said.
Considering there are 24 full-time
city police officers, that figures to
about .8 of a policeman per 1,000
residents.
Ash pointed to a constantly expanding city coupled with new responsibilities, such as the noise ordinance,
as reasons the department is
understaffed.

In spite of the numbers, or lack of,
his department is holding up "fairly
well," Ash said.
"Statistically, we need more men;
we have just the very basic," he said.
BUT ASH'S observations pose a few
questions.
Is the problem very serious? Ash is
guarded in his comments, but Capt.
Michael Brichta calls the situation
"serious."
"Sure, it's serious because it affects
the quality of work. We're spread so
thin that a complainant gets little
more than a sympathetic friend," he
said.
How many men should be added to
the force? Ash said, "If I could have
three men per shift (nine men in all),

it would be the very minimum to do all
the things that I think should be
done."
AGAIN, ASH SAID that means constant patrolling, especially during
peak nighttime hours.
But Brichta indicates the need could
be as high as 15 additional men.
"If you don't have the personnel, it's
hard to respond," he said.
Ash said there still is a chance that
two men may be added to the force.
"We might be getting two more men,"
he said, "that's a step in the right
direction."
BRICHTA SAID he understands the
problem but feels that it is not a big
enough step.

"Two more men is no significant ad- "I think council is aware of the prodition. There's not much hope for any blem, and most of them are pro addiserious additions," he said.
tional help. It's just a matter of allocaAsh said he is concerned about the tion. There are other city services,"
shortages, but any substantial addi- Ash said.
tions are unrealistic because of the ciBellard agrees with Ash. He said
ty's tight finances.
council knows there is a shortage, but
it cannot do much right now.
"Money is a problem. It's a matter
"Last year, we had originally plannof priorities," he said.
ed for two more men, but with increases in present (policemen)
MONEY FOR additional men would salaries, it was infeasible," he said.
have to come from the city's general
Although Ash appears optimistic
fund, and right now, Bellard said, the about adding two men in the near
finances are too tight.
future, Bellard is not quite as sure.
Ash said he understands the city's
finances are tight, and believes coun"I don't know if they're going to get
cil is moving in a direction to get addi- two more. I just can't answer that
tional help.
right now," he said.

Trustees disallow
SAGE course credit

Column
one
Sig Eps sponsor

by Diane Rado
staff reporter

charity Mud Tug

For the last four years, elderly citizens participating in the Senior Adult
Grants for Education (SAGE) program at the University have received
credit for their courses.
Now, participants in the program enrolled in tuition-free courses no longer
will be awarded credit, the University Board of Trustees voted at a meeting
yesterday.
Prompted by concerns expressed by Chancellor Edward Moulton, the
board amended a University policy adopted in 1976 regarding SAGE which
did not specify whether credit would be received by the program's participants.
By law, SAGE requires that state-supported colleges and universities
make non-credit instruction available to persons sixty years of age and older
on a space available basis.

The 16th annual Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity Mud Tug for
charity will be held today at 4
p.m. in College Park.
Happy Hours will begin at 3
p.m. in College Park, which is
located north of Offenhauer
Towers. First place trophies
will be awarded to the winning
fraternity and sorority teams,
and all proceeds from the event
will go to the Heart Fund.
The Mud Tug is one of
several charity events, including a Haunted House,
which Sigma Phi Epsilon sponsors during the year.

ALTHOUGH PROHIBITED, the University and several institutions in
Ohio had been granting degree credit to SAGE participants since the program began.
"It was a mistake," Richard Edwards, University vice president and
trustee secretary, said, explaining why the University began granting credit
to the senior citizens.
And Lorene Malanowski, education specialist in the Center for Continued
Learning and director of the University's SAGE program, said it was a
"good gesture" by the University to award credit to the participants.
But awarding credit resulted in cost to the state, Mary Noonan, public information officer for the Ohio Board of Regents, said.

Rec Center
'Almost All Nighter'
Think Pink" is the theme
for the Student Recreation
Center's first "Almost All
Nighter," which begins 7 p.m.
Friday and runs until 2 a.m.
Saturday.
A special guest appearance
by the "Pink Panther and Inspector Clouseau" will
highlight the evening. The
movie "The Return of the Pink
Panther" will be shown at 11:30
p.m. in the Racquet room for 50
cents admission.

"THE MINUTE you give someone credit it makes them subsidy-eligible,"
she said.
And because SAGE was designed as a no-cost program, granting credit
that would give the school state subsidy is inconsistent with the state's
original intent, Noonan added.
Credit already received by the program's participants will not be taken
away, according to Edwards.
Since the onset of SAGE, 275 persons have participated who have taken
from one class to a full load, Malanowski said.
BUT SINCE THE amendment to the University's policy became effective
this quarter, the 17 persons enrolled in the program will not be granted credit
for their work.
Two persons were working toward an undergraduate program and
"weren't very happy about the change." Malanowski said.
But most senior citizens take one or two courses just for enjoyment and
will not be greatly affected by the board's action, she added.
"Now we're just telling them (senior citizens) that if they want to take a
course for degree credit, then they will have to pay for it," Edwards said.

Inside
News
Planning to vote in
November? Find out how to
register properly. Page 5.

Perry rallies minorities,
calls University 'racist'

Sports

by Paula Winslow
staff reporter

Larry Holmes successfully
defended his World Boxing
Council title last night with a
win over former champion
Muhammed Ali. Page 8.

Weather
Mostly cloudy. High 54 F (12
C), low 34 F (1 C), 30-percent
chance of precipitation.

staff photo by Dale Omori
Machinist Pete Stephens and electrician Al Love work on the Installation of the off-set printing presses
inside the Wall Street Journal Printing and Distribution Plant located on Brim Road. Stephens, from Kansas City, Mo., is working for Taft Construction Co. Love, from Findlay, is employed by the National Press
Co.

Rep. Myers expelled from House
WASHINGTON (AP)- Michael
"Ozzie" Myers, convicted of accepting a bribe in the FBI's Abscam
undercover operation, was expelled
from the House of Representatives
yesterday, the first congressman
ousted by his colleagues since the outbreak of the Civil War.
The vote to remove Myers was
376-30, easily more than the two-thirds
majority required.
Myers, the first congressman con-

victed in the Abscam case, protested
the action to the end, telling House
colleagues their action was tantamount to execution.

MYERS, CALLING the assembled
House members "a lynching mob,"
also said his expulsion was being considered too soon after his conviction in
August.

"I know now what it feels like to sit
on death row. As you go to the voting
machine, keep in mind when you hit
that button, that it will have the same
effect of hitting the button if I were
strapped into an electric chair,"
Myers told House members prior to
the vote.

He compared his case to that of
former Rep. Charles Diggs, D-Mich.,
who was censured in the House last
year after his conviction on charges of
mail fraud and misusing congressional funds.
"Nine-and-a-half months after the

jury's verdict, the House ethics committee recommended censure in the
Diggs case" Myers said. "My
timetable goes back to Aug. 30 and by
Sept. 4 the committee opened its
preliminary inquiry and soon after
called for my expulsion."
The Philadelphia Democrat, addressing the entire House for the first
time in his two terms, said before the
vote that he didn't "have a
Chinaman's chance" of avoiding expulsion.

In an emotional speech, Dr. Robert L. Perry, acting director of the Student
Development Program, last night urged the Black Student Union to take
strong actions to improve conditions for minorities at the University.
"Bowling Green State University is a racist institution," Perry shouted,
noting that less than 1.5 percent of the faculty here are black, Hispanic or
members of other minority groups.
"It does no good for us to address ourselves when we know full well who is
responsible. We need to address Dr. (Hollis A.) Moore (University president), we need to address Dr. (Michael R) Ferrari (provost and executive
vice president).
"They run the University. It is their old boy university, and I hope we can
come together to address that issue," said Perry, whose remarks were
followed by loud applause.
AFTER THE meeting, Perry explained that BSU and other minority student groups need to become more sophisticated in order to change the
University.
"I'm not advocating violence, but to keep the pressure on," he said, suggesting that BSU demand that minorities be actively sought to fill vacant administrative, faculty and staff positions and that each student be required to
take an ethnic studies course, which would create a greater demand for
minority faculty.
And Faculty Senate and Academic Council should make such concerns
part of their agenda, Perry said.
If the demands are not met, students should "take the University to court"
for discriminatory practices, he said, adding that he is not "anti-Bowling
Green," but wants to improve the University.
ANANAIS PITTMAN, BSU president, said after the meeting that he supports Perry's views and that BSU will work with some of Perry's suggestions.
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Learning to live alone is America's security blanket
BOSTON - Our friend is taking a
new course in life. She is Learning to
Live Alone.
She has, we tell each other, all the
prerequisites for enrollment - the
right background, the right training:
As a young woman she had
graduated from parents to husband
without a day of private schooling.
For 19 years she had majored in
togetherness.
WHEN HER marriage ended six
months ago, it was only natural that
she would embark on a crash course
in independent studies.
Because our friend is a tough
grader, she has told us: "I flunked
marriage." The truth is that she dropped out, that they both dropped out.
But the sense of failure is an honest
one.
There was something else. In those

WELL, WE are both graduates and America consist of one person. One
post-graduates and we understand as out of three marriages ends in
we watch. She has done her divorce. The average wife outlives her
homework, passed the quizzes, cram- husband by a decade.
We are realists, pride ourselves on
med for mid-terms. Eaten and cooked
three-course meals by herself. Spent it, and figures tell us that sooner or
Ellen Goodman
an entire weekend alone. Dealt with later the odds are on aloneness. We
syndicated columnist
household emergencies, and checking have encouraged her to accept it. We
accounts. Faced down half a dozen have offered her a bumper-sticker
last months of marriage she was panicky moments of loneliness and truth: You have to be able to live with
yourself to live with anyone else.
haunted by the idea that sooner or self-centeredness.
We go down the checklist, nodding
later she would have to be alone and
IT OCCURS to me that this is our
that she was unprepared. She had with approval at our friend's studies.
security.
If one generation wanted to
She
has
gone
back
to
basics.
Even
the
missed some sort of survival training
that should have' been a required new man who had met her and cared learn typing or teaching as
course when she was younger. She ex- for her understood that she was not "something to fall back on," now we
pressed a sense of growing urgency. ready for doubles. She was still learn- regard Learning to Live Alone as
some sort of strange security.
She had to learn about it now...while ing, slowly, about number one.
We take it for granted. We enThe two of us, her friends, quote
she still could.
So today, our friend is a determined statistics at each other and at her. courage each other and our children
student, even a grind at times, com- Twelve percent of the population lives to learn it when they are younger. We
pelled by the need to pass this course alone at one time or another. More understand when our friends enroll
than 20 percent of the households in for refresher courses.
in adult education.

Focus

But I wonder about it all. Not so long
ago, aloneness was regarded as a temporary condition. It was suspect. At
the time of the American Revolution,
less than four percent of the
households contained only one person.
Even now in other places and other
cultures aloneness is an oddity, an accident, an illness more than a luxury.
Through human history, people have
lived in clusters where their only
privacy was in their thoughts. The Samoans did not set up single shelters.
The Chinese do not learn to live alone.
Hardly.
IT'S POSSIBLE that aloneness is, in
part, a modern American elective. We
fall into it and, yes, we sign up for it in
droves: the working young, the
divorced, the widowed. Those who can
afford to live by themselves choose to.

course-of-life catalog. In fact, like our
friend, we are driven now by an
uneasy feeling that togetherness may
be only a pause between single states.
The anxious sense of what is basic has
shifted. The bottom line seems to have
moved.
Yet I wonder sometimes whether
we struggle to protect ourselves from
loneliness by liking it. Whether this independent study is an advance or a
retreat. I wonder whether it is some
American madness or selfimprovement bravado.
Yes, I guess it is necessary for our
friend to learn to live alone now. But if
it felt good, would she have to study so
hard?
(c) 1980, The Boston Globe Newspaper
("o./Washington Post Writers Group

Opinion
It's time just to drop Throwing a bang-up party -- the uranium way
the issue of 'Billygate'
WASHINGTON - "Hello, Mr.
Carter? This is Mme. Gandhi. I'd like
to call in my order. Have your
deliveries gone out today?"
"No, ma'am. Our driver hasn't left
yet."

For almost two months "Billygate," the controversy
surrounding Billy Carter and his connections with the
Libyan government, has captured the headlines of the
press and the concerns of government officials.
But as that debate about Billy subsides, questions remain. See, the U.S. Senate committee looking into the matter released a preliminary report yesterday condemning
Billy's actions by saying they "merit severe criticism."
Art Buchwald
While the verdict is strongly worded, the varying opi- syndicated columnist
nions of the case by the committee's members are peppered with "grave doubts" and "strongly suggests."
"Well, I'd like a quart of milk, a
But did he do anything wrong, or function in a way which dozen eggs, a box of steel wool, and 38
of enriched uranium."
could have compromised the intentions of the United tons
"Yes, ma'am. It sounds like you're
States?
planning a big party."
We're not too sure on the answer to that. But after all,
"NEVER mind what I'm planning.
Billy Carter is a private citizen. If any of us tried to Just
send over the order."
But by being the president's brother, and perhaps being a "I'm not sure we have 38 tons of
tad bit on the obnoxious side, Billy has become a good enriched uranium in stock. You
wouldn't care to take 38 tons of wheat
scapegoat.
It's ironic that all this should surface during an election instead?"
"I would not. Every time I call, you
year in which someone close to the main figure is running say you're out of enriched uranium. If
for president. It's also ironic that more of the criticism has you can't stock what your customers
come from a committee member taking partisan sides, want, I will have no choice but to go
across the street."
most notably Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas.
"Please don't get upset, Mme. GanWhile the actions of Billy Carter have come under dhi. As you know, the motto of our
scrutiny (with many of them not satisfactorily explained), store is, 'Give Everyone a Bang for
we think it is time to drop the issue of "Billygate." If the Their Buck.' Do you want the instant
uranium or the type you cook
Senate committee did not hand down definite charges or enriched
scratch?"
allegations against Billy after this long, then it's time to from
"I don't know the difference."
forget this issue and continue with more pressing business. "WHY DON'T you look on your

Focus

Gutless Grammarian taunts News
It's scary when you see some of the
people walking the streets.
I can live with the occasional
psychopath; the axe-murderers have
become pretty commonplace. But
there are some more-dangerous types
around here.
Unfortunately, people who work at a
newspaper have to tolerate these few
bozos with all the other intelligent,
helpful people we run into.
A new character recenUy has joined
our list of those who are maniacs for
Hogamunga, maniacs against
Hogamunga, bugged about how a
music course changes classes, etc. is
the Gutless Grammarian.

Focus
John Lammers
managing editor

dent newspaper, which means we are
here to learn.
But what really irks me is this guy
mails them in anonymously.
I took Psychology 201, so quickly
this guy's possible personality piques
my curiousity. But I even went to a
higher source. The University has a
journalism professor with a degree in
THIS FELLOW has taken it upon psychology, or at least he reads Dr.
himself to find typographical errors Joyce Brothers a lot.
and grammar and spelling mistakes
HE SAID the Gutless Grammarian
in the News.
Now, we'll listen to constructive could have one of two classic traits.
criticism from anyone. Ours is a stu- GG could be a frustrated secretary
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HEY I ISWD-MIWCWAL PUWDSESONW.'.. HELLO! \m$mw& 1 WISH I SFDKE INDIAN...HEY/,..'
atomic reactor and see what it calls
for?"
"How did you know I cook on an
atomic reactor?"
"I just assumed it. Most people who
order enriched uranium have atomic
stoves."
"Send over the instant uranium. I'm
in a hurry."
"All right. Just follow the instructions on the box. There are all sorts of
delicious recipes on the back."
"I know what I want to make with
the enriched uranium, and I'm certain
the instructions are not on the box."

"Not for what I've got in mind. You
Did you want any heavy water to go
with the uranium?"
better send me a gross."
"I agree with you. There's nothing
"Why? Do 1 need some?"
"Oh, yes. You have to mix the like stockpiling up for a rainy day.
uranium with heavy water or the Heh, heh, heh."
"DON'T GET chummy with me,
uranium will stick to the bottom of the

"I know what I want to make with the enriched
uranium, and I'm certain the instructions are not
on the box."

"MME. GANDHI, I'm obligated to
tell you that under the Food and Drug
Administration Act of 1962, enriched pan."
"HOW MUCH heavy water will I
uranium, if not correctly used, could
need to cook 38 tons?"
be dangerous to your health."
"Offhand, I would say 25 gallons to a
"Mr. Carter, I don't need someone
telling me how to make uranium ton. You don't want it to get too thin or
it will boil over and contaminate the
curry."
"There's no reason to get upset. I'm entire Vale of Kashrnir."
"All right, include the heavy
just following the law. If I sold the
uranium and people got sick to their water."
"Right, Mme. Gandhi. I've written
stomachs, I would be responsible."
"That does it. Please cancel my it down. Anything else I can help you
order. I'll get my uranium with?"
"Do you have any plastic garbage
elsewhere."
"Don't hang up, Mme. Gandhi. I'm bags I can put the waste in?"
"Certainly. Would a dozen be suffisure you won't do anything stupid, and
I won't pursue the subject any further. cient?"

who has nothing to do all day but proofread the newspaper.
He also said the GG could be some
professor or instructor in the English
department. I tend to agree with that.
I see GuUess as being a 61-year-old
English prof.
The years have made him bitter.
Classes come and classes go, all leaving without a grasp of the language. In
the autumn of his life, he feels inadequate and frustrated.
He blames himself. "My life has
been dedicated to passing on the
language in its pure form," he thinks.
"Now I see that I have failed.
OF COURSE, when he sends his
criticisms, he won't sign his name DOONESBURY
because he is embarassed. He has no
confidence in his opinions.
AWNOU.OHA
Take, for example, what Gutless did
U6HTERNOTE,
to the sentence," And more importantly, . will the enforcement be effec- i&ffuom-eorr
tive?"
*LY "COMPETES'
°
He circled the "importanUy" in red \ AT TANNING'
"
ink and wrote in the margin: " 'More
important' is an adjectival phrase, not
an adverbial one. Structurally, the
phrase is '(What is) more important,...' Mean what you say!"
An error in typing or thinking once
reduced anticlimactic to anticlimatic,
and boy, did Gutless jump on that one.
MY FAVORITE came when a
"whom" appeared in a sentence. He
wrote: "You meant 'who will be
chosen...' (not 'whom,' which is in the
objective case!). The subordinate
clause ('who,' etc.) is adjectival,
modifying 'members.' The whole,
awkward sentence should have been
divided into two separate ones."
But what didn't get into the mind of
this poor reject of society is that he
was being redundant.
You see, Gutless, you can only have
a sentence "divided into two separate
ones." You show me a sentence divided into two of the same ones and I'll
eat your thesaurus.
That's one you owe us.

Mr. Carter. You're just lucky I'm giving you my business."
"And don't think we aren't grateful,
Mme. Gandhi. Your account means a
lot to us."
"I should hope so, and you better
remember it if you want me to keep
buying your uranium."
"Don't worry about that. Your
order will be on the truck this afternoon, and, on behalf of everyone in the
store, we sincerely hope that you have
a bang-uptime."
(c) 1980, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

by Garry Trudeau

torn
'f

MEET ZNGP. HARRIS,
SEEN HERE STRIPPING HEt-TfefK
VCUNFORTHE'SUN
LM6HING..
SPRINTS"AT THE
H <HWB
'0E0R6EHAMKXN
ISLAU6HING

'PRO" TANNERS NEVER
MISS A SPOT! WATCH
HERE ASWNW-PU&
Htf. HEELTOOTHPICKS
BETWEEN HIS TOES!

MIKE!

ME?

UH. MAYBE
irSONTHE
PROMPTER.,
ZOHK.THX.
MUSTBEA
MIX-UP
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Briefs.
Reagan-Bush campaign rally

RTNA to meet

Former presidential candidate, Philip M. Crane,
congressman from Illinois, will highlight a ReaganBush campaign rally Monday at 8 p.m. in the Ice
Arena Lounge. It is free and public. Refreshments will
Deserved.

The Radio Television News Association will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. in 213 Moseley. Broadcast journalism and radio-TV-film majors are welcome to attend.

2for1
PIZZA

Shabbat Services time change
New musical arts courses

Pagliai's

Shabbat Services, sponsored by Jewish Student
Group, has been changed from 6:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
every Friday in the Faculty Lounge, Union. JSG will
hold a bagel brunch Sunday at 11 a.m. in the Faculty
Lounge.

The College of Musical Arts is offering a course dealing with bom concert recording and studio multi-track
methods, emphasizing microphone techniques. MuCH
490 or MUGS 580 is open to all students from 1:30-4:30
p.m. Tuesdays. For more information, call 372-2181,
extension 209.

EAST
& SOUTH

Journalism open house

LSU to sponsor free concert
The Latin Student Union is sponsoring a free concert
Saturday from noon to 6:30 p.m. on the steps of
Williams Hall featuring The Confidential Blues Band
and Buford, Batoki and Tuna. It is free and public.

Monday, 5 to 7 only, get a
pizza free when you purchase another pizza of
equal or greater value!
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick up
or eat-in only.)

A Journalism Welcome Back Open House will be
held Monday from 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the first floor of
the Mileti Alumni Center. It is open to all new and
returning journalism students and faculty.
Refreshments will be served.

MONDAY
5to7
PogliQPs
-iASL

440 E. Court
352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

HOURS
Mon-Wed
1 lom-2am
Thurs-Sat
llam-3am
Sunday
4 pm-Midnigbt

COUPONS NOT APPLICABLE ON 2 for 1 SPECIAL

Write your editorial editor.
Let us hear your voice.

COMPARE
^ OUR
148^ COMBO

Hello, The Link,
may I help you?"
.V

A pizza never had it so good. TM

Chi
Omega
proudly welcomes
their new baby
hooters to the
nest...

Thousand* of people turn to THE LINN every year
Now ts youi chance to become o LINK counselor.
We will train you in the areas ot crisis
intervention counseling and releiral skills.

I lena Muun
Debbie Shaheen
Sbenl Wannjet
Linda Plat!
Paula Fraxta
Chriti Schnee

Penny Neidnig
UaaJencson
Nuiiey Kuhrig
' 'arm Petit C
Kurrv KotcltS

Sue Sweeney
Beth Seai h

Sonja Radlsek

Karen Kampe

Diunu Yuutilnui

Congratulations!

CALL 352-5387 TODAY for more information
TRAINING BEGINS OCTOBER 20
for holly tundvd by Wood County Menial Hitolth A Msntol
RKtatdotion Booid Umied Way and pnwoie donaiion*

352-5166

IOI.IIIMI. ltttU>.
JiNNT, J€l*. HI AM V
1SSIIII. ISI 14 II 14

Trueev I lurrdl

Brcnda I [onset
Katie Hr.HI.man
Beth Hi* unc
Brendu Swihurt

Try our combo pizza today
on any of our sizes;
small, medium, and large.
Select any 3 items of your choice
and SAVE!

i ii n list I>\MI HII111.

*•••••••••••••••••••£

I CHARITY BOARD J
* NEEDS NEW MEMBERS J
£ APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED }
UP AT 405 STUDENT SERVICES*
AND MUST BE RETURNED BY }
OCTOBER 10
*

Follow through...|
with your help
to prevent
Birth

Next week:

Look for staff photographer Scott Keeler's
sorority rush photo page in next week's News

SUPPORT
*H
MARCH OF DIMES

Support Your *
Chosen
t
Candidate,
t

UNIVERSITY
YELLOW PAGES
ARE COMING TO BGSU
PLACE ONE AD-REACH 25,000 UNIVERSITY
CONSUMERS
AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN
FOR ONE FULL YEAR
ftliOMpI

For Ad Information
Contact:
Ms. Claudia Fischer
419/352-0443

VELLOUI
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Program shows difference
of alcohol addiction, abuse

Board of Trustees briefs.
University enrollment
sets record

fice was asked to accept fewer applications from new students,
about 200 underclassmen were exempted from the housing requirement that freshmen and
sophomores stay on campus, and
a (100 refund was offered to any
continuing student with campus
housing who would move off campus.
"I don't know what else we
could have done," Moore said.

This quarter's main-campus
enrollment is expected to peak at
17,100, the highest in the University's history, President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. told the trustees yesterday.
Fall quarter's total enrollmentincluding students at the main
campus, the Firelands College,
and University extensions •-.hould be about 19,560, also a
record-breaking figure in University history.
This year the University lacked
housing for about 373 students,
Moore said.
A housing crunch last year left
268 students without housing.
To offset the crunch, Moore explained that the Admissions Of-

tal Educational Opportunity
Grant and College Work-Study
Programs have been denied aid,
he said.
About 900 applicants this fall
will not be considered for aid,
Moore added.

Trustee Lipaj
resigns from board
John lipaj will end his sevenyear membership on the University Board of Trustees on Oct. 3,
board President Albert Dyckes
announced at the group's first
meeting of the quarter yesterday.
Lipaj, a Cleveland architect,
said he resigned to devote more
time to his business and family.
He served as a trustee since 1973
and was board president from
1978-1979.

Mayor financial aid
funds exhausted
He also announced at the
meeting that the University is "in
the position of virtually exhausting all major campus-based
financial aid funds.
Late applicants to the National
Direct Student Loan, Supplemen-

"My life is much richer from
the experience," Lipaj said.
He added that he enjoyed his
relationship with University
students during his term.

There is a difference between alcoholism and alcohol abuse. One of a
disease and the other is a problem.
Making University students aware of this fact and encouraging them to
express their attitudes and feelings about their association with alcohol,
and that of others close to them, is the job of a new program directed by
Elaine Robinson and Russell Goodwin of the Career and Counseling
Center.
"The program is geared toward reaching all students, whether they be
abstainers or abusers, and getting them to talk about the difference between responsible and irresponsible drinking," Robinson said.
Through individual sessions with a certified counselor or group discussions on subjects ranging from "How to assess your drinking habits" to
"How to have fun at a party without getting drunk," Robinson and Goodwin said they are hoping to lift the taboo surrounding alcohol.
"People cover up their alcohol-related problems. They don't want to admit they might have a problem and friends don't think it's their place to
speak up," Robinson said.
If a student thinks he is becoming a problem drinker - which is signaled
by a compulsion to drink despite noticeably slipping grades or destructive
behavior towards self or others - he is encouraged to call the counseling
center at 372-7081.

Approve amendment
to Academic Charter
The trustees approved yesterday an amendment to the
Academic Charter concerning
terms of faculty senators who
serve as liaison persons to
Academic Council.
According to the amendment,
senate liaison members to the
council will serve staggered twoyear terms rather than a one-year
term.
Also, at the time of election for
the position, a senator must have
two years remaining in his or her
senate term.
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PRESENTS:
PROMISING
PLEASERS
TRY ONE.

+
*

STAfrlVM

*

Mon. Oct. 6- Wed. Oct. 8, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

*

Be expressive - choose from large selection

JL

t PP No. 2) POLITICAL ANALYST to Speak J
Richard Reeves, "Lights. Camera...Politics"

AREA PREMIERE!
"Oh, God! Book II" Evenings at 7:30 s 9:30
Saturday Showings at 2-7:30*9:30 p.m.
Sunday Showings at 2-4-7:3049:30 p.m.

TodAy
HAppy HOURS
BeqiNNJNq AT 7:00
Colleqe PARk
(BehiNd OFFENIIAUER)

*

Grand Ballroom

'4r

STADIUM PIAIA SHOPPING CENTER

MUD TUG

+
} PP NO. 1) PLANT SALE

Cinema fi-2 ■33

SiqMA Phi EpsiloN PRESENTS:
The ^b^U ANNUAI

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

)f

Wed. Oct. 8. 8:00 p m in Grand Ballroom

That's right. I made
another movie.

f

^It
GEORGE BURNS
SUZANNE PLKSUKTTK

FIRST AREA SHOWING!
"Somewhere in Time" Evenings at 7:30 a
9:25 p.m.
Saturday Showings at 2-7:3089:25
Sunday Showings at 2-3:55-7:30 8 9:25

J PP No. 3) PARACHUTING ADVENTURE}

J FINAL
J SALE
!
DAYS

We invite you to go take a leap
Sat. Oct. 11
Sign up now thru Fri. Oct. 10 in UAO office
$45 plus $5 transportation fee payable upon sign-up
Take the step you'll never forget

*
*
*

P.P.S. Signup for a U.A.O./S.R.C. Mini Course
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. now thru Fri. Oct. 10
UAO office, 3rd floor Union

*

J |

THE PET EMPORIUM
PRESEITS
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MAKE MONEY
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So,
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FOR S12.99

A
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SALE EISS
OCTOBER S, 1380

*V,

4*
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THE '50 GAL.' COWBOY HATS

Great opportunity for organizations to raise money. Proven money
maker!! Sell in your area to schools, sportgames, alumni, bars, parties
and much more. If you want to be a distributor and make great money
fast, call us immediately for information.

The Great American Fun Co.
1806 W. 5th Ave.

the PET
EMPORIU

Levis
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COUPON

*

Pete Saddle Shop

CHRISTOPHER REEVE

ttffif

CLA-ZEL

[Formerly the Butch)

• THEATRE•

Petramin Flakes Fish Food
REOULARL? S3.S9
OIL? 52.03

A MUSICAL EXPERIENCE

CLOWJ TRIGGERS - 949.96

"Fame" Showing Evenings at 7:30 & 9:40
Sautrday Showings at 2-7:30*9:40
Sunday Showings at 2-4:10-7:30*9:40

N. MAIN. B C

If they've really got what it takes,
it's going to take everything they've got

J MS.MAIN
g52.M5g OPEN DAILY U—9
SALE ENDS
BOWLINE GREEN
SUNDAYS 12—5 OCTOBER S. 1900 ,

s

Columbus, Oh. 43212
614-486-9427

ho will find hor.

H

Keep informed... Read The News

United ArtiM
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NOW OPEN

CARDINAL ROOM
Quick Service
Salad Bar

We know you have spirit

*
*

So let us hear it!

*

At the

*

ATA

Pledge Day Jamboree
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Home Made Soups
Fresh Fruits
Quiet Atmosphere

Be greeted with Alpha Gam smile

*
*
*

*

Deli Sandwiches

Ice Cream

Welcome your new sisters in style

*

UNIVERSITY UNION

OPEN 9am - 4:30pm Daily
Serving Lunch 11-1 pm

r

'FALCON FRENZY'
HOMECOMING '80!
ApplitAiioNs FOR:

- SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE DUE OCT 8

While At The Union Visit
"OUR NEW GAME ROOM'
Also Featuring The Nest,
Pheasant Room,
Prout and Catering

- BANNER CONTEST
- FIOAT CONTEST

17
DUE OCT 1J
DUE OCT

are available In the UAO office
3rd Floor Union

Ph. 372-2241

For more Info.
Call the Homecoming Hotline 2-2638
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Classifieds-

To vote in November election
will require proper registration

SEHVIC
October hrn Sal.

M% Onco.nl
Uum'i Kalr-ln 111-itn.

This year, Ohio voters will cast
ballots for candidates ranging from
county coroner and U.S. senators, to
president and vice president of the
United States.
But in order to vote, Ohioans must
be registered and registered properly.
According to Connie Hillard, codirector of the Wood County Board of
Elections, it is better if students are
registered at their home address than
at their University address.
She explained that students usually
are more familiar with local issues
and candidates than they are with
Wood County issues and candidates.
Students not registered in their
home county but who wish to register
may do so at the board of elections office, Courthouse Square. Deadline for
registering for the November 4 election is 4:30 p.m. Oct. 6.
The board of elections will give applications for absentee ballots to

students who are not registered in
Wood County, including out-of-state
students. An absentee ballot also may
be obtained by writing a letter to the
board of elections office in a student's
home county.
Hillard had a cautionary word of advice for out-of-state students who have
registered in Ohio.
By registering in Ohio, a student
claims Ohio as his place of residence.
Students registered here and receiving state aid from their home state
may be ineligible for that aid because
they have claimed Ohio as their state
of residence, she said.
Students who have registered in
Wood County and plan on leaving the
county or plan to transfer from the
University, should notify the board of
elections to avoid having an inactive
registration card on file, Hillard said.
Hillard also noted that off-campus
students who have moved from one
precinct to another within the county
must notify the board of elections to

remain eligible to vote. Also, students
whose names have changed through
marriage or other reasons must notify
the board of elections.
Students may register today at the
Campus Democrats' booth in University Hall and in Kreisher and Harshman cafeterias with the Anderson
for President Committee. Campus
Republicans also are registering in
the foyer, University Union, through
tomorrow.
Laurie Barr, president of Campus
Republicans and coordinator of the
Wood County Republican Headquarters and the Reagan-Bush Headquarters, 132 N. Main St., said the office will be open Saturday from 10
a.m.-5 p.m. to register voters. The office also will register voters until 4:30
p.m. Monday.
The board of elections will be open
for registration Friday until 9 p.m.,
and Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.

Kirk's Coin Laundry
ECONOMICAL!
Single Load 60<c
709 S. Main, B.G.

Double Load 85$

Pre nursing or nursing students
have questions or concerns about
/our major? The Student Nurse's
Organization (SNO) may be able
to help. Call Barb <lf 352 0834
Alpha Phi's ft. Alpha Slgs Friday's here) 1111 Are you ready to
get "CROCKED & ROLL"? Get
Psyched!11 Bros of TKE.
Lambda Chi's the Phi Psi's are
ready to drink some beer Satur
day with our new Greek brothers.
The Phi Psi's
Alpha Xl's, Kappa Sigs Kappa
Sigs Kappa Sigs Kappa Sigs
Kappa Sigs Kappa Sigs Kappa
Sigs are ready to party with you
Journalism Students. Come to
the Journalism Welcome Back
Open House! 7:30-9:30pm. Mon ,
Oct. 6, Mlleti Alumni C^ntff,
Alpha Xi Sneak
When??
Phi JVlu's The Kappa Sigs are
psyched topariy with you tonite.
When th« Phi Psi's are ready to
grill, the Alpha Chi's fit the bill.
We're ready, love fhe Phi Pil*».
Alpha Phi's & Slgs. Tonight's the
night for TKE. We're gonna par
ty with Alpha Phi The Alpha Sigs
will be there too, To get
"CROCKED & ROLL" we're
ready....are you? Get Psych
ed.Bro'sof TKE.
Congratulations Cindy 8. WaMy
on you Alpha Gam, Sigma Nu
pinning. Love, Your Alpha Gam
Si sters.
__^_
Congrats Phi Mu's on a super job
in rush! Welcome to the "best
house on campus" new Phi's!

FRFF MONQGRAMMING
on any sweater purchased
Friday or Saturday
Classic Shetlands in wooibiends
acrylics and furblends

The Powder Puff

P.Q »,

Saturday.

OPEN 24 HOURS

Weekend Special

352-6225

PERSONALS
Cindy N Thank you for
everything you did tor us. Wt
lov. y»l B *■ MM.
Phi o*lt>: The Goo Phoo Boos
are looking forward to a wild 8.
exciting evening. See you there I
Journalism Open Houstl
' »?.30prrt. Man. Oct. t. 1st
flter. Mil.ti Alumni Center
DON'T Mill IT.
T minus 16 days & counting. Kappa Sigs gat those Homecoming
Dates!
Custom lied T-shirts, jerseys &
sportswear. Group rates for date
parlies, dorms, fraternity,
sorority.
Low
Cost-Fast
DrtlVf y. Call Tim 353 27*9.
Sigma Chl's-Mn-s start the year
oft right! Get psyched for the tea
'cuz we sure are Love. The

Hours
9:30-5:30

Love. Mom.
Scuba classes now forming. Call
The Rec Center 2 27...

Julie You hid the ring so nobody
would see, a. out the candle went
on #3. Congrats on your pre
engagement to Dan Love, Your
Alpha Gam Sisters.
Sophisticated Ladles &> other
Native Hawaiian Chi O's, thanks
for making Tuesday night's rush
a success. We'll really snow our
appreciation at the Homecoming
warm up Love. The Phi Psi's.
Congratulations to Nancy
Hamlick & Jeff Seckel on your
lavaliering! Love, The Chi

Omegas
Delta Gamma's. It's been a long
time since we've gotten together.
We're psyched tor a super time
Friday night ft. you'd better be
tOO, Brothers of Sigma Chi.
The Epsilon Eta chapter would
like to congratulate their Alumni
Advisor. Mike Brennan a. his
wife on ihe birth of their new
baby girl Mike, let us know when
she's old enough to become a
Starduster. The Kappa Sigma
Brothers
"FALCON
FRENZY"
Homecoming 80 applications for
Banner Contest (Due Oct. 13).
Float (Due Oct. 13),& Senior
Representative (Due Oct 8) are
available in the UAO Office (3rd
floor. Union). For more informa
tion call the Homecoming
Hotline 7 2638.
Win a ten speed! Come to the
Sigma Nu Bike Marathon in front
of the Union. All proceeds to the
United Way.
Announcing Grand Opening of
BGSU Student Union own
vegetarian dinners. Opening Oct
6. Serving 4 30 6 30pm, M. Thur
Meal coupons accepted. Featur
ing batter dipped chicken every
Mon Alaskan King Crab every
Thurs ft, other veg. specialities
Tues. & Wed Soup a. Salad every
night in Pheasant Room. Also on
Sun. 1? 2 we feature our S7.50
Prime Rib Buffet 8. Salad Bar
Meal Coupons accepted.
David R. Purcell
David R. Purcell
David R. Purcell
Happy 2tst Birthday to you!
from Johnny !■ Jack too.
Tho celebrating is nothing new,
will you remember it when
you're thru!?!
Naturally. The Wild Woman
from Wisconsin.
J.O.T.W. Crombie, when you
were born, the word respect was
taken out of the dictionary. The

Brothers,
And another one bites the dust,
even though the pond was muddy. Congratulations on your
lavaliering Cord & Shiss. The Phi
PSi'S.
HAPPY 21St BIRTHDAY
SHUZIE
LOVE, TP. S, JW, CL.

Frank, Jim, Judd & Scott: Could
life really be a dream? Thanks
for helping with rush! The Sisters
of Alpha Phi
The Sisters of Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Vickl L'ko
on her selection to the Orienta
tion Board Way to go!
Catch the bus at the Union, then
Rock with WFAL & Renee's Mon
day, October 3rd. Be there.
Phi Tau's Thanks for fhe WILD
Pledge Day Tea. What a way to
start off the new year. The DZ's
Phi Psi's ft. Lambda Chi's The
Alpha Chi's are psyched for the
cookout on Saturday I Bring your
trisoees & we'll see you there!
Alpha Oelta Pi is psyched for the
Mud Tug1 Good Luck Preppie,
Rookie, Cindy, Lynn, Joan &
Kim We're all behind voull
TUG, TUG, TUG
Goo Phoo Boos.
TUG, TUG. TUG.
Tuggers Friday the campus will
see just how strong the DZ's can
be! Good Luck! Love, Your
Sisters.
Congratulations Lil Peterka on
making Collegiate Chorale. Your
Alpha Delta Pi sisters are roarin'
proud of you!
ADPi Spring Pledges sure are
sneaky! The surprise breakfast
was great you're almost worthy
of activation!! L a. L, Your Alpha
Oelt Sisters
TURN US ON AND WE'LL GET
YOU UP mornings at WFAL; a
humorous approach to the morn
ing daily 7 10, _
The sisters of Delta Zeta wish to
congratulate the following on
their engagements
Debbie
Gardeila a. Doug Miller. Tammy
Little & Mike Ornelas. Sue &
Mark, plus best wishes to Gret
chen ft. Steve on your DZ DU
(MU) pinning Who will be next
to Bite The Dust'"
Kappa Phi, Christian women's
Service Organization, will hold a
Rose Tea Information Night on
Sunday, Oct. 5 at 7 00pm at
United Christian Fellowship, 313
Thurst.n For more info call
352 2412 or 344 1*08 Everyone
welcome.
WANTED
One car garage tor use through
school year. Call Jim 3534455 _
Grad. student looking lor apt.
Needs quiet. Call 372 357* ext 17

Qtwn. I:»3:30M. Frl.
F. students need to fill half a
house. 2 bdrm. tor 4 students
Near campus Ph 35? 7345
I or 2 F. to share 4-bdrm. house.
711 N. Summit, own room
Privacy. Call Pat or Sue 352 0779
Building to store compact car on
pt. time basis in BG area. Call
3H-MM attar 5:45 pm.

A roommate. Only $115 a mo. No
utilities. Own room. Big housa.
114 Ridge St. 3521739 call u* _
To buy: 4 $9 50 tlcttatt for Rich
Llttf. Call Chip 1P73M.

HELP WANTED .
Anyone interested in working for
the Radio News Sports Dept.
please apply in413 South Hall. No
experience is required. Positions
open for dally sportscast as well
as play bv Play.
.
Janitorial work avail, at
McDonald's. Call for appt. with
Karen or Jan. M3-W71.
Drummer for Quasi Electronic
Cult Band. Minimal time requirements, possible recording
contracts, some upcoming local
area work. Ph. 352 0013 or

fflffUettyapnv
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Sum
mer/ycar round Europe, S.
Amer . Australia. Asia. All
Fields $50011200 monthly Ex
penses paid. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write: IJC Box 52 OH3. Cor
ona Dal Mar. CA 92625.
Accept applications tor exp.
waiters, waitresses & kitchen
staff. Richard's Corner Kitchen.
183 S. Main.
Accepting applications for pt.
time cocktail help Victoria Sta
tion Maumee 893 07134;
Dixie Electric Co. Needs
waitresses* cashiers for Fall
Qtr Call 874 8649for information,
or apply at Dixie
FOR SALE
Kittens FREE! 7 dark calico
females Litter trained will
deliver. 352 S670 after 5:30pm.
1970 vw Bug Reliable trans.
Excell. heater 1st S450 takes
353 2135 morn 4 avat.
Schwinn Continental Bike 10
speed excell cond 353 0243.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS.
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies. Box 7453. Phoenix.
Aruona 85011.
Woman's 3 speed Columbia Bicycle with accessories $60 Call
before 11 or after 5. 352 2129.
'73
CADILLAC
COUPE
DeViLLE Good Cond saoo or
Best Otter 372 4450
Fisher ST 440 speakers. Brand
Newl s yr. warranty parts, labor.
130 watts handling power. Must
Sell S4X. Joe. 172-4*41.

FOR RENT
Now leasing-Effic , I bdrm or 2
bdrm. turn, or unfurn.
Meadowview
Court.
214
Napoleon Rd 352 IIW.

Taste the pride of Canada
Molson.

These twoTI calculators can help you
handle courses in math, in science, or business.
Now, and in the real world.
One real-world lesson you'll learn in
school is the importance of productivity. Time you spend doing the math
part of the problem is time you can't
spend learning concepts.
A TVxas Instruments professional
calculator will help make your study
time more productive. And it can also
help you move into the world of a professional. A world where knowing the
concept is only part of the solution.
Bringing out the answer requires a
working knowledge of a powerful
personal calculator.
Economical Tl Business Analyst-I
with Statistics and advanced busi-

ness functions.
Pre-programmed with business functions
for time-value
of money, statistics, profit margin. And other
problems you'll encounter in
business school. Other capabilities include percent, squares, logs, and
powers. Its 140-page book. "Keys to
Money Management"(a $4.95 value),
has step-by-step instructions plus
sample problems. It's an extra value
with even' BA-I.

The TI-55 advanced slide rule
with statistics and programmability.
This capable calculator has AOS'"
easy entry system, statistical functions, 10 memories, 9 levels of parenthesis, trig, powers and roots, plus
programmability. Its book, "Calculator Decision Making Sourcebook" (a
$-1.95 value), helps you get all the
power pre-programmed into the TI-55.
See the whole line of TI
J*i£j"
calculators at your college
'"TV*
bookstore or other retailer.
. 'it'.
•TVmdeniark of Texas Imminent!
Incorporate!

*-i
v
-

Texas Instruments technology — bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
c 1900 leui r»v-terb

INCORPORATED

*^»
You'll «et a taste of
nearly 200 years of brewing hentage everv time you open
a cool, green bottle of MOLSON GOLDEN.™
North America's oldest brewery got its start back
in 1786. John Molson. our founder, wouldn't recognize
our modern breweries, but he'd be proud of the
good, smooth taste of GOLDEN.™
A taste that says Canada in every refreshing sip.
OnW.rft»U-C« I. m^«,J t, U^l.11-*.** C. h, G~*\«l ,VV

45731
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FOR IIHOit
WUCIHNK

BGSU GOLF
COURSE

IISI

FALL PRICES

Entertainment
Michael Jctinscn &

i n>i I His

SludENTS
$2.00 9 holes
$3.00 18 holes

Denna Caleti

DR.V.NC,
RANC,L
$1.00 sm. bucket
$1.50 lg. bucket

arc! Erjcy I ii I!!

t

Save the
Children

Hours: 12-6
peje»eje»^e«e»ej»»'
MEN-WdUENI

ABORTION

JOBS ON SHIPSIt American
Foreign
No experience re
Quired
Eacelient
pay
Worldwide travel. Summer |0b
or career Send S3 00 lor inter
malion SEAFAX. Oepl F-6. Bo,
20*9.
Port
Angeles.
Washington 9636?

TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

ATTENTION: B.G.S.U. STUDENTS 0

WANTED
AND BUYING FOR A

SPECIAL PREMIUM

Wo hav« a buy*>r who hat put In an order lor 5.000 class rings. Wo desperately
nood to fill that ordor at toon at possible, to for 1 dayt International Proclout
Commodities will bo offering a SPECIAL PREMIUM on all class ring*. . .from High
Schoolt, Colleges, Armed Services. . .Fraternities. Sororities. Technical Institutes,
Organizations. . .all class rings will be bringing an EXTRA HIGH PRICE these 3
days. Take advantage of this offer.

in cooperation with

IL FfalTOt and PeaCOck

PAYING UP TO. . .

t

150 oo AND MORE — ALL CASH!!

invite you to "Buy a cartridge and get a free meal"!!
audio-technica

Stop in to Sound Associates, 248 S. Main St. here
in Bowling Green and buy an Audio Technica ST-400
dual magnet stereo cartridge and get a $6.00 gift
certificate to the Parrot & Peacock Restaurant,
104 S. Main St., Bowling Green, to be used for
one of the menu specials.

List $60.00
Audio TrchnkJ SI 400

$

24.95

audio-technica ■

Buy an Audio Technica ST-800 dual magnet stereo
cartridge and get a $10.00 gift certificate to the
Parrot & Peacock good towards one of the menu
specials.

List $90.00
Aaee-TeoMa sr-eoo

$

39.95

5,000 CLASS RINGS NEEDED
WE PAY CASH!

Offer good through October 11th and limited to
B.G.S.U. students only. Proof required. Certificates
must be used by October 31st.

There aro alwayt a lot of people who don't woar their high school rlngt after they
go to college, or woman who don't woar their class rlngt after they get married,
or people whoso rlngt no longer fit them. So, instead of letting those rlngt He
around, bring them In to International Proclout Commodities.

TOP CASH
PRICES
-COINS.
TOP PRICES FOR PRE-1964 SILVER COMS.SLVER DOLLARS, HALVUMJARTERS.DIAES

J

STERLING SILVER

I MONDAY

6.50

TUESDAY

9.75

LONDON BROIL
A basic beel and potato least

SHRIMP
Shrimp cooked in sherry

PATH. $14" PER OUNCE FOR DCWPLETE SETS SPOONS, FORKS,
TRAYS, MMT BARS AND PLATES, STOUK SIVER TEA SETS AW IWELRY.

WEDNESDAY

7.75

Served on wild nee

THURSDAY

9.25

FRIDAY

10.25

STEAK AND CRAB

COMS. RMS. WEDDK BADS, BRACELETS, CHAMS-ETC. MUST BE STAMPED IK. 14K, IK,.

3ey ol both worlds

SATURDAY

9.95

WHY NOT GET PAID FOR HOUSECLE A.NINO WHILE WE'RE HERE?
ALLCASHIf

FRIDAY, 0CT3

M HE- 7 PJL

SATURDAY, OCT 4

10 A.M.- 7 PH.

SUNDAY, OCT 5

10 A.M.- 5 P.M.

PRIME RIB
Cooked to VOUT order

roiici ticuiiiT pnovieie

HOLBAYIi
1550 E. WOOSTER HO.
BOWLIrS GREEN

MTEMUTWNAL PRECIOUS aMKHMNTES

WE CAN BEAT ANY PRICE

372-2601

BEEF AND SHRIMP KABOBS
With mixed vegetables

GOLD
«Tk«e i»»l«ct ■» »«rti»i tiiKtumtimm.

ROCK CORNISH HEN

372-2601

372-2601

SOUND ASSOCIATES
248 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Open: M-F 12-9 P.M. Sat. 10-5:30 P.M.

372-2601

PARROT and the PEACOCK
104 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Open: M-Thurs 11-10 P.M. Fri. & Sat. 11-12 P.M.

372-2601

372-2601
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Elsewhere
Day in review.
In the 11th day of the war, with Iran rejecting U.N. and
Islamic peace efforts and spuming Iraq's offer of a
cease-fire, President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr claimed a
string of victories and said Iraqi invaders were being
pushed back.
In a broadcast to his armed forces, Bani-Sadr called on
Iranians to "escalate their struggle" and announced the
first use of paratroopers in the war.

President campaigns in Dayton
DAYTON, Ohio - President Jimmy Carter brought his
casual, folksy campaign style to Dayton's Convention
Center and a town meeting with more than 1,400 persons
yesterday.
For more than an hour, the president fielded questions
from the floor on topics ranging from youth employment
to Middle East conflicts and talked about jobs created in
Ohio since he took office.
"About 400,000 more people are at work in Ohio than on
Jan. 1, 1977," Carter said. "That's not enough, though,
because we still have alot of people unemployed."
One questioner, chosen at random from the crowd just
before Carter arrived, reminded the president that Ohio
gets back only about 75 cents of every dollar residents
pay in federal income taxes. Some southern states get
back more money than they pay, the questioner said.
"If Ohio had a very low income level, you would pay a
lot less money than you get back," Carter said. "The
reason for it is that, on the average, Ohio families have a
much higher income level."

Schmidt expected to win race
BONN, West Germany (AP) - Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt appears sure of victory in Sunday's national
election after a campaign marked by tit-for-tat insults
and an unsuccessful last-minute attempt by opponent
Franz Josef Strauss to make the Oktoberfest bombing a
campaign issue.
As the race to control Parliament entered its final
week, the news magazine Der Spiegel summed up the
campaign: "Instead of solid argument, they have offered
the voter a rough and shabby mud-slinging match. The
voter has turned away in disgust."

Iran claims string of victories

Blllygate:
President, brother get slap on the wrist
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate investigators unanimously voiced
"severe criticism" of Billy Carter for
his Libyan dealings yesterday and
said President Carter used poor judgment in asking his brother to use his
influence in the effort to free
American hostages from Iran.
In a report approved by voice vote
with no dissents, the special Judiciary
subcommittee decided the president
was "ill advised" to use his boisterous
younger brother as a go-between with
Libyan officials in an effort to obtain
Arab help to free the U.S. hostages in
Iran and was critical of some of the
president's top aides.
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And Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., said the
investigation is not finished and the
panel should pursue, among other
issues, "the use of power, prestige and
facilities of the White House by Billy
and his associates to promote Billy's
business ventures."
But the Senate panel charged with
investigating Billy Carter's connections with the Libyan government concluded that he got no kid-gloves treatment from the Justice Department
because he is President Carter's
brother.

I Delta zeta is proud to announce our
; new fall Pledges

AND

PRESENT
SNUG AS A BUG IN A BAG

mittee, said for example, "The administration, for too long, tried to
keep this matter in the dark."
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BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iranian paratroopers dropped into
the besieged oil port of Khorramshahr where Iranian
forces were reported in hand-to-hand combat with Iraqi
shock troops for control of the city, Iran claimed yesterday.

THE REPORT, wrapping up a nineweek investigation, criticized Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti
for making, in a conversation with the
president, "what amounted to prediction that criminal proceedings would
not be instituted if Billy Carter
registered" as a foreign agent.
WHILE THERE was no minority
report and no dissenting opinions
were filed, some senators involved in
the subcommittee investigation made
separate statements expressing
sharper, or in a few cases milder,
criticism of administration officials
involved in the Billy case.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C, vice
chairman of the nine-man subcom-
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Sports.
BG hopes 'second season' starts with win at Western
by Dave Lewandowski
sports editor

Flyers promoting Bowling Green's
"second season" adorn the hall walls
of the athletic department. Despite a
0-4 record, there is optimism the
Falcons can turn-around and post a
respectable mark.
The "second season" starts tomorrow at Waldo Stadium in Kalamazoo,
Mich., when the Falcons play Western
Michigan in a Mid-American Conference contest.
BG is 0-1 in the MAC, while the
Broncos are 2-0 in the conference and
3-1 overall. Their lone loss came last
week to Michigan State, 33-7. Last
season, the Falcons throttled the
Broncos, 15-3. BG coach Denny Stolz
said the game is important if the team
is to turn around its record.
"There are a lot of league games
left, but Western is the pivotal game
in our schedule," Stolz said. "I said it
last spring that this was a game we
had to win and nothing has changed in
the last month to change that.

"WE HAVE to bring back not only the
players, but also the coaches,
managers and trainers. There is a
good attitude and I hope it keeps up
for the rest of the week. We played
three good games out of four. The
other teams just played one point better."
Stolz said there would not be any
major personnel changes for the
game. Sophomore Greg Taylor will
start at quarterback, but Stolz said
Dave Endres also will see duty.
Endres started last Saturday's 21-20
loss to Kentucky, but quarterbacks
were platooned. Endres was 9-15 in
the passing department for 98 yards
and two touchdowns. Taylor was 2-2
for 30 yards. He also rushed for 32
yards in 16 carries.
"Taylor is going to be a helluva offensive weapon," Stolz said. "Our
team thinks he makes things happen
and he's going to get better. Taylor
will start, but we'll use Endres the
way we want to in different situations."

In MSU Invitational

BG women linksters
compete over weekend
by Joe Menzer
start reporter

Bowling Green's women's golf team
left yesterday to compete in the
54-hole Michigan State Invitational at
East Lansing. Fifteen teams will compete in the event which includes Ohio
State, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kentucky
and Marshall.
BG will need strong performances
from its top three players-Kris
McKelvey, Jean Kempf and Sally
Robinson-to do well at Michigan
State, according to Coach Janet
Parks.
McKelvey, Kempf and Robinson
placed among the top 10 in a 30-golfer
field in last weekend's Central
Michigan Invitational to help the
Falcons to a second-place finish
behind the University of Michigan in
the six-team field. McKelvey finished
second with a score of 162, while
Kempf tied for fifth with a 167 and
Robinson tied for eighth with a 169.
FOR MCKELVEY, a junior, it was
the second time this season she has
been forced to settle for runner-up
honors at a tournament after leading
going into the final round.

"She's going to have to become accustomed to being the leader," Parks
said. "That's just in her own nervous
system."
McKelvey has led the golfers in
each of their fall meets and most
times has been followed by freshman
Kempf, who has worked her way up
from No. 6, to No. 2, golfer.
"Jean is one of our most consistent
golfers," Parks said. "She has done a
good job. Sally Robinson has improved a lot. She won most improved last
year and now she is even better than
she was last year."
Unlike some sports. Parks said her
team places more emphasis on its fall
season than its spring one.
"Usually our fall scores are lower
than our spring ones, but we hope to
change that this spring," she said.
The Falcons have just one tournament remaining after this weekend's
match-the MAIAW Championships at
the University of Illinois next
weekend.
"That's the culminating event of the
fall season," Parks said. "All the
teams in the Midwest region will be
there."

Sports swami

THE FALCONS outrushed the average.
The Broncos rely primarily on their
Wildcats 180-87 with sophomore
Bryant Jones gaining 105 yards in 24 running game. They are first in the
carries. Jones has totalled 310 yards conference in rushing average per
game, but last in passing.
in his last three games.
The reliance on the run should proThe Broncos feature two of the con- ve a plus for the Falcons. BG is first in
ference's best running backs in senior rushing defense, but last in passing
Bobby Howard and sophomore Lary defense.
Caper. Caper is third in the conRushing came at a high price for the
ference in rushing with 369 yards in 58 Broncos last week, however. WMU
carries for a 6.4 average. Howard has lost five fumbles, three that led to
359 yards in 62 carries for a 5.8 MSU scores.

MAC standings
Central Michigan
Western Michigan
Ball State
Miami
Ohio
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Eastern Michigan
Kent State
Bowling Green

MAC
30
2-0
2-2
1-1

1-1
1-1
1-2
1-3
0-1
0-1

All Games
4-0
3-1
22
1-2
1-2
1-2
2-2
1-3
0-3
0-4

Pts
73
110
71
80
69
73
61
31
16
74

Opp
37
56
87
60
66
54
83
136
69
82

"We must regain our composure
and perform up to our ability this
week," WMU coach Elliot Uzelac
said. "One thing we're definitely going to work on is our option pitchouts."
"I hope they turn the ball over as
much as they did against Michigan
State, but I don't think they will,"Stolz
said. "It always works out that way. A
team fumbles a lot the week before
and the next week, they play errorless
ball."
Despite the turnovers, Howard
gained 107 yards and sophomore
tailback Craig Morrow rushed for 100
yards.
Three John Spengler field goals and
a touchdown pass from Mike Wright
to Dan Shetler gave the Falcons their
win over WMU last season. BG played
a strong defensive game, limiting
Western to 241 yards in total offense.
The Falcons hold a 19-5-2 series
edge over the Broncos. BG has won
the last two games and six of the last
seven.
Western's wins this season have

come against Eastern Michigan
(37-0), Illinois State (31-17) and
Nortern Illinois (35-6).
FALCON FACTS...The first quarter
in BG's first four games has not been
productive for either team. The
Falcons have not scored in the first
quarter, while their opponents have
scored only six points. BG has averaged 190 yards a game rushing and 108.3
yards a game passing. Its opponents
have averaged 126.8 yards a game
rushing and 194.8 yards a game passing. Shetler has twice as many catches on the team as anyone else with
11. Shawn Potts is next in line with
five.
The Falcons finish their three-game
road trip next week at Toledo in a 7:30
p.m. game. BG's next home game is
Oct. 18 against Kent State for
Homecoming. Punter Jeff Higgins has
had a sporadic average, but it's not all
his fault. Against Long Beach State,
he punted 47 yards with the wind and
two yards against the wind at Doyt L.
Perry Field. He has a 35.5 yard
average on 18 punts.

Pan-Am junior games
another Brodt honor
by Christopher Sherk
stall reporter

As head coach of the United States junior track and field team last summer, Bowling Green's Mel Brodt found himself acting as a participant rather
than a coach for a "frustrating" unscheduled event.
Approaching the Toronto Airport, along with part of the American contingent to the first-ever Pan-American Junior Track and Field Championship, Brodt said he noticed out the plane's window a number of chartreuse
trucks and fire engines lined up on the runway.
Soon he would find out that authorities believed his plane had been
sabotaged.
"AS SOON AS we landed, we just geared to a halt, right out in the middle of
the runway," Brodt recalled. "You didn't really think they (the trucks and
fire engines) were coming towards you, but that's where they were coming.
Then the captain came on (over the intercom) and said there was an
unidentifiable foreign object' on the plane and told everybody to depart by
the back ramp.
"So everybody calmly got out of the plane and walked to the edge of the
runway. Finally, they brought out three busses and took us to the airport's
apron where we were impounded. We weren't going anywhere because we
had to go through customs anyway.
"I guess this sort of thing happens all the time there. If anything,
it was a bit frustrating, but it made things interesting."
AND AS for that unidentifiable foreign object, Brodt said he later found
out, "it was a foot-long broken pipe in the lavatory."
Brodt may amusingly relate this adventurous tale, but it is obvious that
he takes great pride in the purpose for his being in Toronto on that day.
Brodt, coach of the BG track and field team for 20 years until retiring last
June to concentrate on cross country and his teaching duties, was selected to
coach the national junior team by his peers in The Athletic Congress of the
United States. TAC is a national governing body for athletics in America.
It was another in a long line of honors for this twinkling mentor, who in 1976
coached the AAU U.S. national indoor team which competed in international
competition in Leningrad, Russia.
IN 1975, Brodt was selected to coach a team which was to compete in
China, but he said, "it (the tour) was right in the middle of our (outdoor
track and field) season, so I didn't go."
The Junior Pan-Am Games, to be continued on a biennial basis, took place
stall photo by Scott Keeler
last August in Sudbury, Ontario, a mining and industrial town of about 50,000,
Mel Brodt
Brodt said.
The American contingent was composed of 72 athletes, (40 males and 32 was no country present which could match the enormous talent of the
American youths.
females), and a staff of fifteen, of which Brodt was in charge.
"THEY (THE ATHLETES) were all 19 or under, which made it very in"THIS JUNIOR team had a wealth of material," he said. "If we could take
teresting, because for a lot of them this was their first international ex- half of that team and bring them here, we could clean up the conference. We
perience," Brodt said. "It was interesting just tying them all together with wouldn't win the nationals, but we'd make a good show."
an excellent staff.
Brodt said he feels fortunate to have had the opportunity to meet and coach
"It (the staff) was a good group to work with because they were all in- the young American athletes, and he credits the • ^.-cessful BG track and
terested in what they were doing. When you are dealing with people like that, field program in the last decade as having made possible his selection to
it makes it so much easier. They were professionals,and they knew what had coach the junior squad.
to be done.
It showed. Of the 99 medals awarded in the three-day championship, the
"If it weren't for them (BG's athletes in the 70s)," Brodt said, "1 probably
U.S. was awarded 50-22 gold, 18 silver and 10 bronze. It was the meet's wouldn't even have been considered for this honor.
highest medal total.
"It (coaching the U.S. team) really brings you into focus with the rest of
But Brodt, sure to place the credit where the credit is due, said that there the people in the country. There's a wealth of material in the United States."

Editor's note: This week, the sports swami advises University President Dr.
Hollis A. Moore on the college football selections, last week, BG basketball
coach John Weinert was 7-1 with his picks.

Broncos' 'strong' defense worries Rutigliano

BOWLING GREEN AT WESTERN MICHIGAN...The Falcons could be one
of the best 0-4 teams around and Moore sees BG breaking into the win column against the Broncos. WMU had its problems with Michigan State last
week, losing 33-7.

CLEVELAND (AP)--With the
Cleveland Browns riding a two-game
high and the Denver Broncos literally
hurting following a discouraging Monday night showing against New
England, only the purest Denver fan
is honestly predicting success against
the Browns on Sunday.
But Browns coach Sam Rutigliano
remains especially worried about one
aspect of the National Football
League game-the Broncos' traditionally strong defense.
"Defensively, I think they're probably better than Tampa Bay,"
Rutigliano said, referring to the
Browns' 34-27 victim of last week.

TOLEDO AT CENTRAL MICHIGAN...The Rockets took off against Eastern
last week, but Moore doesn't see UT having enough fuel to challenge the
Chippewas. CMU has a 22-game unbeaten streak to protect. The teams tied
last year, 7-7.
KENT STATE AT OHIO...OU lost by one point to Northern Illinois last week
and Kent dropped a 21-6 decision to CMU. This game looks like a toss-up of
also rans. but Moore tabs the Flashes to win.
BALL STATE AT MCNEESE STATE.. The Cardinals were blown out by
Miami last week and face another tough opponent in McNeese this Saturday.
After the trip to Louisiana, Moore sees the Cardinals flying home without a
victory.
MIAMI AT PURDUE...The Redskins give everyone a tough fight and have a
good record against Big Ten opponents. But Moore sees Mark Hermann and
the Boilermakers roasting the Redskins.
UCLA AT OHIO STATE.. .Both teams are coming off wins, OSU over Arizona
State and UCLA over Wisconsin. Moore sees the Bruins' growl not enough to
crumble the Buckeyes in Ohio Stadium.
PITTSBURGH AT MARYLAND...The Panthers didn't give a hoot against
Temple last week, but face a stiffer challenge in Maryland this week. The
Terapins are tough as a turtle shell, but Moore sees Pitt coming out with the
win.
NOTRE DAME AT MICHIGAN STATE...The Spartans did a number on
Western last week, but five WMU turnovers helped. Notre Dame had a week
off after nipping Michigan, and Moore sees the Irish well rested and ready
for a win.

"Denver's been together longer, and Browns' offensive i resurgence, conthey've been playing the 3-4 a long, cern Denver Coach Red Miller.
long time."
"Browns quarterback Brian Sipe
HE SINGLED out the Denver secon- has been hot and cold this season,"
dary, calling cornerback Louis Wright Miller said, "but he's hot right now.
"probably the best in the NFL" at his He completed 13 straight passes
against Tampa Bay in the second half,
position.
The Broncos are to enter the game so we're going up against still another
with injuries to several key defenders, good quarterback."
THE DEEP pass hurt the Broncos
however. At linebacker, starter Joe
Rizzo and reserve Greg Bracelin are badly against New England, as Steve
out with knee injuries, leaving only Grogan unloaded a 45-yard touchdown
five linebackers to cover the four posi- to Stanley Morgan to take a 17-14 lead,
tions. Starting free safety Bernard then iced the game at 23-14 with
Jackson also is out, with Maurice another TD toss.
The Browns' defense has thus far
Harvey to fill in.
These problems, coupled with the been nothing to write home about, but
defensive lineman Lyle Alzado is expected to be keyed up for this first test
against his old team.

Holmes defends crown

LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - Larry
Amid the atmosphere of a
Holmes ruined Muhammad All's bid highrollers holiday, Ali gambled for
for a fourth heavyweight champion- another heavyweight title.
ship when he battered Ali into submission after 10 rounds last night at the
The specially built 24,790-seat outCaesars Palace sports arena.
door arena in a Caesars Palace parkThe end came with Ali sitting on his ing lot was sold out and the hotelstool between the 10th and 11th rounds casino was jammed with big names
after Holmes had battered him and big spenders. The live gate was a
defenseless in the ninth and 10th. reported record $6 million.

In addition, the Browns have been
effective against the run, upon which
Denver has relied heavily.
"Red likes to run the football,"
Rutigliano said. "But very frankly,
that's what Tampa Bay wanted to do.
We've been geared against good running football teams.
But Cleveland has been vulnerable
to the pass and might give Denver's
struggling quarterback, Matt Robinson, the chance to break loose. Robinson was 8-for-12 for 62 yards against
the Patriots.
"He's a good quarterback," Miller
said. "He'll be a great quarterback,
but he needs time to develop."
The Browns enter the game at 2-2
with a two-game winning streak. The
Broncos are 1-3.

Sports briefs.
The women's basketball team will
hold an organizational meeting and
try outs Oct. 7 at 6:30 p.m. in Anderson
Arena. All candidates must have
physicals beforehand Physicals may
be obtained from the Health Center.

There will be an organizational
meeting for anyone interested in competing in women's intercollegiate
track Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the
women's lockerroom on the west side
of Doyt L. Perry Field

